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File preview

The Photographer

A thrilling story of a serial killer called the Photographer. He

is operating in Moscow but the investigation reveals that

his murders might be connected with the events that took

place in the Soviet garrison in Legnica, Poland, forty years

ago.

An experienced Russian policeman decides to go to Poland

to find out who the killer is and what secret he is hiding.

The investigator is assisted by a young policewoman – the

only person who managed to talk to the Photographer and

survived the meeting.

You have a chance to follow the ongoing investigation,

gradually discovering what happened in the past. Both

plots intertwine and build mysterious, gloomy atmosphere.

This movie is also a report on current burning issues – it

depicts a unique perspective on modern Russia.

2014 – Gdynia Film Festival – Award for the Best Supporting

Actress for Elena Babenko



Cast: Tatiana Arntgolts, Aleksandr Baluev, Agata Buzek,

Tomasz Kot, Andriej Kostash, Elena Babenko

Directed by: Waldemar Krzystek

115’, 3 x 45’, HD

THRILLER



F E A T U R E S



Fotograf



Secret Wars

Służby specjalne



God forgives. They never do.



F E A T U R E S



Determined, well trained, chosen to protect your safety.

They follow orders without asking questions. It is a story

revealing the backstage of Secret Intelligence Agency

operations.

When an elite unit of Military Information Services is

dismissed, politicians realize that the country intelligence

is blinded. Another top secret, special tasks unit is created,

it’s composed of Alex – nickname ‘Protein’ - a rebellious

former Internal Security Agency member, Jonas - Army

captain who has returned from Afghanistan and Marian

- a former Security Service colonel. While working on front

page scandals and swindles they have to face their own

demons that are haunting them. Soon they realize that they

do not really know who they are working for…



Cast: Agata Kulesza (Ida), Olga Bołądź (Flying Pigs),

Janusz Chabior ( The Last Floor, The Symmetry)

Directed by: Patryk Vega

115’, 5 x 45’, HD

ACTION/THRILLER



One Way Ticket to

the Moon

A story of two brothers set in 1969, the age of People’s

Republic of Poland.

The movie is based on the heritage of road movies. Adam

is drafted to the Navy. In his trip to the military harbour in

Swinoujscie he is accompanied by his brother, Antoni. In

the course of the trip they visit Antoni’s acquaintances: exgirlfriend and friends from army, as well as they make new

friendships. Antoni’s aim is to prepare his younger brother

to the tough life in army, so that he is not a laughing stock.

However, Adam meets beautiful, mysterious woman and

the meeting starts a chain of unpredicted events.

During the trip several significant historical events take

place, including the landing of Neil Armstrong on the Moon

(July 19th) and the 25th anniversary of People’s Republic of

Poland (July 22nd). The events are widely commented in

mass media and by the brothers themselves.

2013 – Gdynia Film Festival – Award for Best Script

2013 – Gdynia Film Festival – London Project Award

2014 – Tiburon International Film Festival – Award for Best

Director



Directed by: Jacek Bromski

120’, HD, DCP

COMEDY



F E A T U R E S



Bilet na księżyc



Last Floor

Ostatnie piętro



F E A T U R E S



A psychological thriller, based on events that took place in

a small town in southern Poland several years ago. Army

Captain Derczynski, lives a peaceful life with his beloved

wife and three children. One day, he comes across a

swindle, committed by his superiors, and they discharge

him to cover the case. Believing he had discovered a

fraud, or even an anti-Polish conspiracy, captain decides

to protect himself and his family with all his strengths.

His conservative ideals provide him with an explanation

of the events that are taking place and support his rising

conviction that what he is doing is necessary to ensure

the safety of his family. Derczynski kills the traitors in the

apartment, isolated from the outside world - a source of all

evil and danger.

2013 – Golden Lions Nominations



Director: Tadeusz Król

85’, HD, DCP

THRILLER



Honey, I Think I’ve

Killed You

Jan is an accountant who leads a staid and uneventful life

until one day he discovers that his wife is having an affair.

In a freak accident, he kills his wife and her lover, and in his

panic decides to flee the country. The plot thickens when

a DVD with footage of the shooting accidentally finds its

way into a DVD rental store. A store clerk named Kacper

and his girlfriend watch the footage and decide to track

Jan down in order to blackmail him. The mismatched trio

sets off on a journey in order to retrieve Jan’s life savings,

hidden in a bank deposit box in a seaside town. The police

is in hot pursuit. The case is assigned to two officers who

make uneasy partners: Wierzbowski is trigger-happy

and impulsive whereas Graś is pathologically timid and

superstitious. “Honey I Think I’ve Killed You” is a crime

comedy full of ingenious plot twists and off-beat black

humour.



Directed by: Kuba Nieścierow

96’, HD, 35 mm

COMEDY



F E A T U R E S



Kochanie chyba Cię zabiłem



War of Love

Śluby panieńskie



F E A T U R E S



Albin and Gustaw are naughty guys who try to seduce

Aniela and Klara. However, this time the male seekers of

passionate love affairs and female soft spots come across

extremely formidable adversaries. The beautiful girls

promised to each other that they would never get married.

They do not trust men; do not want to be their marionettes,

nor a subject of any transaction. The girls do their best to

wreck Albin and Gustaw’s plans and teach them a lesson in

a spectacular way. In the ensuing conflict intrigues follow,

hearts are broken, no holds are barred. Will the reasonable,

though romantic tough guy, Radost, manage to stop the

sequence of amusing misunderstandings and master its

happy ending?



Directed by: Filip Bajon

96’, HD, 35 mm

COMEDY



Shameless

The film tells the story of a sinful love between a brother and

sister. For an 18-year-old Tadek his older sister Anka is his

only love. Heedless of the moral and social consequences,

he wants to prove worthy of this forbidden love. Anka, also

emotionally broken, in an unhappy relationship with the

boss of the local Neo-Nazis, finds it difficult to reject her

brother’s adoration. She needs love and warmth as bad as

her brother. At first, fighting for the love of his sister, Tadek

ignores Irmina, uncompromising gypsy girl, who seeks his

attention. Then the situation gets more complicated…

2012 – Golden Lions Nomination

2013 – CIVIS International Media Award in Germany

2012 – East of West Award Nomination – International Film

Festival in Karlovy Vary



Directed by: Filip Marczewski

86’, HD, 35 mm

DRAMA



F E A T U R E S



Bez wstydu
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